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About This Game

Using groundbreaking new animation technology, MotionScan, that captures every nuance of an actor's facial performance in
astonishing detail, L.A. Noire is a violent crime thriller that blends breathtaking action with true detective work to deliver an
unprecedented interactive experience. Search for clues, chase down suspects and interrogate witnesses as you struggle to find

the truth in a city where everyone has something to hide.

Amid the post-war boom of Hollywood's Golden Age, Cole Phelps is an LAPD detective thrown headfirst into a city drowning
in its own success. Corruption is rampant, the drug trade is exploding, and murder rates are at an all-time high. In his fight to

climb the ranks and do what's right, Phelps must unravel the truth behind a string of arson attacks, racketeering conspiracies and
brutal murders, battling the L.A. underworld and even members of his own department to uncover a secret that could shake the

city to its rotten core.

L.A. Noire is the first videogame to be honored as an Official Selection by the Tribeca Film Festival.
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A masterpiece for puzzle lovers all around. I would not recommend buying this final entry as your first DROD game due to this
game building up on the series in terms of difficulty and mechanics. As always make sure to utilize the Caravel Games forums
to seek help (you will need it).. Now don't get me wrong - I don't mind supporting these developers - but I'm not usually the type
to spend more than $10 on games at any one time. I am the epitome of a bargain hunter. So while I enjoyed Enter the Gungeon
and was genuinely surprised by the unassuming epicacy and lore within, I kind of wish they had sold the comic seperate of the
rest of the bundle.

I was interested to see what other story I may have missed out on, but it's a bit of a shame that I have to pay 8 dollars to purchase
the inconsequential Microtransaction Gun and the *okay-but-not-something-I'd-put-in-my-playlist* soundtrack, just to get to the
2-dollar digital comic. Of course, these are also the prices on sale.

I'm willing to pay it for the sake of the game and to give my support, but....ehhhhhhhh.... :\/. The game is awesome but there's a
few things that I can think of to make the game better:
* Implement a challenge mode
* The music is awesome include a few more tracks
* The shield is the worst powerup because it prevents you from increasing your combo since it knocks cars away from you, it
should increase your combo everytime you hit a car
* More powerups\/malus in general
* More cars and more colors
* I could not see what power up I had when I was in first person view

I love the game though its fun to play when you just wanna chill out y'know.. Sometimes the Puzzles are hard because the puzzle
is large and you can't see the pieces. Other times it's hard because Security Drones are chasing you all over the small little map.
For a little Virus, Tom offers a whole lot of Challenge. Glad I purchased it on Day one.. I got it for a really low price. Definitely
worth it.

Unfortunately i don't have a 3D printer.. *I didn't play enough Wakfu\/Dofus to know Ogrest before this movie, so I bought and
watched it clueless about its implications on those games*

I bought this movie because I would love to see more music\/films on Steam, not only games. As a way to support this idea, I
added Ogrest to my library.

I didn't have many expectations while watching the trailer and screenshots to be honest, but it turned into a beautiful short movie
that almost made me cry at times. Ogrest is an emotional adventure about love, and the effort and risks you take to protect the
ones you love.

It worths the price and maybe it's another step in order to expand the kind of products Steam can offer.

P.S.: I guess this is a MUST BUY for any Wakfu\/Dofus fan!. + Fantastic writing
+ Atmospheric
+ Philosophical without taking itself too seriously
+ Learn lots of weird, morbid trivia!

- None of the endings are all that satisfying

* No music, just ambient noises
* Due to stylistic preference or limited resources, character avatars repeat
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Have you ever wanted to discuss mellification with a soldier? Walk into a furnace and absorb the power of the
heretical books that were burned there? Trick cabbages into revealing they aren't people, and give them a good kick for
pretending?

If your answer is "No, but now I'm intrigued," then Ossuary might be the game for you.

Ossuary is mostly about talking to people, which is good, because the things they say are actually interesting for once.
You'll spend most of your time collecting sins that you can then use on NPCs to change their mood. Many of the
puzzles involve figuring out which sin you need to use where, such as applying "sloth" to a sleepy guard so you can
sneak by them, or "lust" to a grad student who needs to renew their passion for aquarium algae so they can finish their
thesis. The puzzles are fairly straightforward, and given that every single character has a unique bit of dialogue in
response to every single sin, you won't go through any of the usual boredom when using trial-and-error to figure out
what to do next. Another nice quality of life feature is that characters you need to speak to in order to progress glow
gold, but half the fun is going through every possible dialogue option before you move on.

The writing itself is beautiful and odd, if occasionally on the nose. Sometimes the people you speak to will talk about
themselves, sometimes they'll share philosophical musings, sometimes they'll tell you stories. Speak to a random guard
who in any other game would just say "This area is off limits!", and instead he'll tell you that they used to dispose of
old razor blades by pushing them through a slot in bathroom walls. "A million knives lie in wait in the walls of a
thousand homes," he muses. One soldier from a lineup of 15 other completley identical soldiers will share the stories of
various famous last words, while another will dwell on Fermat's Last Theorem. Despite their visual similarities, every
NPC is wonderfully distinct.

My only real complaint is that the endings don't give much in the way of emotional closure. They're all nearly identical,
with the screen fading out and a single quote shown to you before you're returned to the main menu. The true ending,
or what feels like the true ending, is the best of them, so I'd recommend putting in the effort to reach it. In any case,
this game is more about the journey than the destination, so it's not that big of a detriment to the overall experience.

TL;DR: If you're the kind of person who'll happily sink time into exploring weird game settings and don't mind
reading a lot, Ossuary's macabre underworld is well worth a visit.. An interesting plot based on H.P. Lovecraft
overcome the fact that is quite short and easier than expected. Not as good overall as Shadow of the Comet but at least
there are some technical improvements.
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it is fun at first then it just gets really boring. \u041e\u0424\u0418\u0413\u0415\u041d\u0421\u041a\u0418\u0419
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\u041f\u041e\u041a\u0423\u041f\u0410\u0422\u042c!)))))))). Doesn't work on Windows 7 64bit.

I've tried multiple shortcuts (CTRL+SHIFT+T, SHIFT+CTRL+T), the program doesn't work after you select the video or
service you want to stream.

There's no manual, only an useless webpage with a single (and wrong) shortcut.

Even giving admin privileges to the application doesn't work.

A good idea, but badly executed.. I remember Bush when I was growing up in the 90's and this song pack did bring back some
nice memories but on to the song pack itself....
This is only for the rhythm parts as I don't tend to play the lead...
The songs are pretty basic when it comes to playing, not really much jumping around and throwing your tv out of your top floor
window which was a bit of a let down but that's not to say it's not any good.
If you are struggling with bar chords though then you should definitely get this pack as I found it has improved my skill using
them, they have always been a weak spot of mine and this song pack makes you use them alot and in a flowing movement up
and down the fret board.

So in conclusion the song pack isn't the most exciting pack you can play on Rocksmith but it will get you better at bar chords.

7\/10. You can Marry Nep!. No multiplayer online -> uninstall
(can't even use mouse in menu)
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